How the science in PEO Solution helped Allison
“Two years cancer free following Prof. Peskin’s recommendations. I was
diagnosed with grade 2 IDC in 2012. I had heard about Prof. Peskin but never
really followed him until then. I contacted him and he guided me through the
whole process, which is in his new book with Robert Rowen, MD—PEO
Solution) from increasing my PEOs before surgery (against the medical
professions advice) to taking an Essiac-based herbal formulation and key
respiratory minerals.
I had a lumpectomy and reconstruction and doctors were amazed at how
quickly I had healed — no swelling or bruising, etc. Then the follow up
appointment with the medical profession to discuss my radiation, took my
husband with me who challenged every statement we were told. In the end the
doctor turned round to us and in despair, the doctor said to us "I am a highly
intelligent woman!!!!”
Of course relayed this all back to Prof. Peskin who was able to back up why I
shouldn't have radiation or Tamoxifen!!!! I went with his recommendations. In
2013, went for my yearly mammogram and was given the all clear. In 2014 after
reading about mammograms and consulting with Brian, decided to have thermal
imaging instead of the mammogram which is SO dangerous, got the results and
again all clear!!!!
All without the radiation, Tamoxifen and the medical conveyor belt that you
end up on. How did I do it???? PEO's, Essiac-concept tea, and truly chelated
minerals — most important, the guidance of prof. Peskin with the SCIENCE in
PEO Solution. Having a man like that on your side gives you the power and
confidence to deal with this without the drugs, toxins and "advice" that so many
are brain washed into following.”
Alison X (Scotland) November 12, 2014

